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Abstract

Mutual Information is one of the most widespread simi-
larity criteria for multi-modal image registration but is lim-
ited to low dimensional feature spaces when calculated us-
ing histogram and kernel based entropy estimators. In the
present article we propose to use the Kozachenko-Leonenko
entropy estimator (KLE) to calculate higher order regional
mutual information using local features. The use of local
information overcomes the two most prominent problems of
nearest neighbor based entropy estimation in image regis-
tration: the presence of strong interpolation artifacts and
noise. The performance of the proposed criterion is com-
pared to standard MI on data with a known ground truth
using a protocol for the evaluation of image registration
similarity measures. Finally, we show how the use of the
KLE with local features improves the robustness and accu-
racy of the registration of color colposcopy images.

1. Introduction

Mutual information (MI) was invented by Shannon [21]
as a measure of the statistical independence between two
signals without assuming any a priori relationship between
them and re-introduced as a measure of image alignment by
Viola and Wells [25] and Collignon et al. [4] in the mid-
nineties. Over the years, MI has proven a particularly well
suited and attractive option for medical image registration
as evidenced by its extensive use and de facto status as the
standard for multimodal medical image registration (see the
surveys on MI based medical image registration by Pluim
et al. [16] and Maes et al. [13] for more details).

MI based image registration does fail, however, when
images share only a small amount of information or are of
poor quality. In this situations the errors may be due to
a global minimum located at an incorrect location [15] or
to the presence of spurious local minima that trap the opti-
mization algorithm away from the correct solution [3]. As
MI is usually calculated using only the intensities of two

scalar grayscale images, the use of additional information to
improve the robustness and precision of the similarity cri-
terion when registering difficult image pairs has been pro-
posed as a possible solution. A common approach to do
this is to include, along with the intensity, additional chan-
nels in the MI calculation such as gradients [15][5][23], first
and second order texture features [2], labels [22], or coded
geometric information [20][12]. The main reported advan-
tages of using these methods [23] are increased robustness
and insensitivity to intensity inhomogeneities. As most of
these systems use histograms to estimate the MI ( [20] and
[12] being notable exceptions) the number of features that
can be used simultaneously before the histogram becomes
too sparse is low.

In the present article we propose the use of high dimen-
sional features together with the Kozachenko-Leonenko en-
tropy estimator [7][8] (KLE) to achieve improved registra-
tion robustness. The KLE calculation is based on nearest
neighbor (NN) graphs to avoid the lack of precision and
high costs of using kernel or histogram estimators in high
dimensions. We show how the use of higher order features
avoids the main problems of image similarity criteria cal-
culated using NN entropy estimators from finite accuracy
data: the presence of strong artifacts and the noisiness of
the functions.

The article is organized as follows: Section 1 reviews the
concepts of MI, some of its adaptations to regional features
and its calculation using the KLE estimator. Section 2 de-
scribes the proposed similarity criteria using local features
together with the KLE. In Section 3 we quantitatively com-
pare the performance of image similarity criteria calculated
using KL against standard sampled MI using a protocol
for the evaluation of image registration similarity measures
and simulated MRI images with strong inhomogeneities. In
Section 4 we present an application of the developed criteria
in the registration of colposcopy images. We also show how
it is possible to register these images using the full color in-
formation using the KLE estimator.



1.1. Mutual Information

The MI criterion JMI from two images f and g is de-
fined in terms of entropy H as:

MI(F, G) = H(F ) + H(G) − H(F, G) (1)

JMI(f, g) = −MI(F, G) (2)

H(F ) = −
∑
xi∈Ω

pF (f(xi)) log (pF (f(xi))) (3)

where F and G are random variables and pixel values
at f(xi), g(xi) at position xi are assumed to be inde-
pendent realizations of F , G :f(xi) ∼ F , g(xi) ∼ G,
(f(xi), g(xi)) ∼ (F, G). JMI measures the degree of inde-
pendence between F and G. Probability distribution func-
tions pF , pG, and p(F,G) are, in general, unknown and must
be estimated retrospectively.

If f and g correspond to misaligned images of the same
scene it is assumed that the minimum of JMI will occur for
the transformation T that aligns them.

T∗ = argmin
T

JMI

(
f (x) , g (T (x))

)
(4)

Image registration is then defined as the process of find-
ing the transformation T that minimizes the similarity crite-
rion and removes the geometric distortion.

1.2. High Order MI

Rueckert et al.[17] introduced the concept of high-order
MI for the non-rigid registration of MR images with strong
RF inhomogeneities. The basic idea is to, instead of only
using the pixels’ intensities, to calculate the MI of two
images f, g based on the entropy of the co occurrence of
neighboring pixel values. Let P = {(xi,xj)} be the set
of all neighboring pixel pairs in image f based on a 4-
neighborhood. The second order entropy is then defined
as:

H2(F ) = −
∑

(i,j)∈P

p(f(xi), f(xj)) log (p(f(xi), f(xj))) ,

(5)
where p(fx(xi), f(xj)) is the joint probability of the value
pair [f(xi), f(xj)] occurring in neighboring pixels. To cal-
culate H2(F ), a 2D histogram is populated by drawing
votes from every pixel and each of it’s spatial neighbors (4
for pixels and 6 for voxels). In this histogram votes from
homogenous region pixels (f(xi) ≈ f(xj)) fall in the bins
located in or near the histogram’s diagonal. Votes of pixels
from regions with sharp intensity changes, e.g. boundaries
between regions, fall above or below the histogram’s diag-
onal depending on the coordinate choice and the type of
intensity change (dark-to-light or light-to-dark). This his-
togram contains then not only information of the intensity

distribution but also partial information of the image struc-
ture.

Second order MI is defined as:

I2(F, G) = H2(F ) + H2(G) − H2(F, G). (6)

The third term is calculated using a 4D histogram estimation
of:

pFG2(f(xi), f(xj), g(xi), g(xj)), (7)

where pFG2 measures the probability of the joint occur-
rence of values f(xi) and f(xj) in neighboring pixels in
image f and of values g(xi) and g(xj) in the same pixels
in image g.

The main drawback of this approach is its need
to approximate high-dimensional probability distributions
through histograms. As more dimensions are added to the
histogram the number of bins grows exponentially while the
number of samples remains constant. The histogram then
begins to be too sparsely populated and the estimate of the
probability becomes less reliable due to the lack of suffi-
cient samples per bin. The authors use 16 bins per dimen-
sion as a compromise between the total number of bins and
the average number of samples per bin.

Russakoff et al. [18] extended the second-order MI def-
inition into a regional mutual information (RMI) that in-
cludes all pixels within a radius. To avoid calculating high
dimensionality histograms they simplify the problem by as-
suming that the high dimensional distribution is normal and
can be transformed into a space where each dimension is in-
dependent. Using these two assumptions they can calculate
the entropy as that of a set of normally distributed points
with covariance matrix Σd:

Hg(Σd) = log((2πe)
d
2 det (Σd)

1
2 ). (8)

1.3. Kozachenko-Leonenko Estimator

The Kozachenko-Leonenko estimator (KLE) [7][8] cal-
culates the entropy from NS samples of a distribution from
the L2 distance between each sample f(n) ∈ R

D and its
nearest neighbor fNN (n) among the NS−1 remaining sam-
ples:

HNS

KL(f) =
D

2NS

NS∑
n=1

log(‖f(n) − fNN (n)‖) + K, (9)

fNN (n) = arg min
x �=n

‖f(n) − f(x)‖ (10)

with:

K = log
(NS − 1)πD/2

Γ(1 + D
2 )

+ γ (11)



where γ is the Euler constant and D is the number of di-
mensions of f .

First proposed for image registration by Kybic [9], the
KLE estimator presents several problems that need to be
solved before it can be used on a practical image registration
application. As seen in (9) the KLE estimator will diverge
when a sample’s nearest neighbor is itself, i.e. when two or
more elements have the same value:

fNN(i) = f(i) → ‖fNN(i) − f(i)‖ = 0 (12)

Although for continuous distributions the probability of
a “crash” (two samples having the same value) is zero, this
is not the case when working with discrete valued images.
A modified entropy estimator HDKL was proposed in [10]:

HNS

DKL(f) =
D

2NS

NS∑
n=1

log(max(‖f(n)− fNN (n)‖, ε)+K.

(13)
The value ε is chosen to be below the volume of a quanti-

zation bin. Using estimate (13) avoids the divergence prob-
lems of (9) but results in an un-smooth MI criterion profile
that presents strong interpolation artifacts when the sam-
pling grid points of the two images overlap (Figure 1). The
artifacts may be attenuated by filtering off the image’s high
frequencies thereby minimizing the number of crashes. The
resulting function (seen in Figure 1) is, however, still noisy
and does not reach its maximum at the correct alignment
position.
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Figure 1. Two axial cuts with a strong bias field from a T2-
T1 weighted brain scan simulated with Brainweb [1] (top) are
displaced horizontally from their correct alignment to test the
MIDKL similarity criterion . The plots of the MI vs. displace-
ment in pixels from correct alignment are calculated directly from
the discrete images (bottom left) and from the pre-filtered double-
precision images (bottom right) using the DKL entropy estimator.

2. Method

In the present section we retake the basic ideas outlined
in Section 1.2 in order to apply the DKL entropy estima-
tor to higher dimensional features. We wish to profit from
the estimator’s strong convergence, theoretical elegance and
ability to manage high-dimensional feature spaces to im-
prove registration results. We show how the noise and arti-
facts observed in the MIDKL may be removed by choosing
an adequate representation of the spatial information, mak-
ing the resulting function adequate for image registration.

2.1. Data Criteria

To improve registration results we propose to calculate
the data information criteria (either entropy or MI) from a
feature vector consisting of a pixel and its spatial neighbors
using the DKL entropy estimator. For evaluation purposes
we will limit ourselves to 2 and 8 spatial neighbors. For
two and eight neighbors the evaluated feature vectors of the
pixel at location xij in a 2D image f will be:

f2(xij) = [f(i, j), f(i + 1, j), f(i, j + 1)] , (14)

f8(xij) = [f(i + di, j + dj)] , di, dj ∈ (−1, 0, 1). (15)

The proposed criteria to be optimized when registering im-
ages f and g using d neighbors will then be the entropy or
the MI of vectors fd and gd calculated using the entropy
estimator defined in Equation 13:

MIDKL = HNS

DKL(fd) + HNS

DKL(gd) −HNS

DKL(fd,gd).
(16)

HDKL = −HNS

DKL(fd,gd). (17)

Notice that the feature vectors fd, gd, and (fd,gd), al-
though defined by the matrix indexes, are NS sets of 3,6, 9
or 18 dimensional vectors, depending on d and wether we
are calculating the images’ individual or joint entropy, and
that the estimated entropy results will be independent of the
sample order. This means that the KL formulation may be
used directly without any further ad hoc adaptations to in-
clude spatial information as this information is already im-
plicitly contained in the feature’s intensity values. This re-
tains the estimator’s desirable characteristics such as strong
convergence and zero bias as the number of samples grows.

An example showing the differences in the location of
the NN found when using only the intensity values and
when using 2 neighbors is shown in Figure 2. Several ad-
vantages of the latter for calculating the entropy using KL
should be noted:

• Abrupt “switches” between nearest neighbors for
small deformation changes are fewer and smaller,
meaning that the topology of the associated NN graph
remains mostly unchanged, making the MI criterion



smoother. A formal demonstration for Minimum
Spanning Trees (easily extendable to NN graphs) may
be found in [19].

• Entropy estimation becomes a spatially local process
due to the increased discriminatory power of the ex-
tended image descriptor. This is evidenced by the ma-
jority of NN being found very near the original pixel
triplet location.

Figure 2. The arrows connect the pixels in the yellow dot grid to
the spatial location of their NN in feature space when calculating
the joint entropy of a 100x100 window from the images shown in
Figure 1. Blue arrows correspond to the NNs found when the T2
image (not shown) is displaced by 2 pixels and red arrows (over-
layed) correspond to the NNs found when it is displaced by 1.75
pixels. Results when using the joint intensity value (left) and the 2
neighbor feature (right) are shown. Notice how most arrows over-
lay perfectly on the right image, meaning that the location of the
NN found hasn’t changed.

2.2. Complexity

The main bottleneck of using the DKL estimator lies in
the NN search for all features in the image. A naive brute
force approach requires O(DNS

2) operations to find all
nearest neighbors in one image. To reduce the computa-
tional complexity two main strategies have been followed
[10]: Firstly data is stored in a kD tree in which each leaf
contains at most L samples as described in [10]. Secondly,
the approximate NNs are found using a best-bin first (BBF)
bottom-up kD tree traversal. The total complexity of build-
ing the tree is O(DNS log(NS/L)) and the complexity of
an all-NN search is O(DNSM), where M is a predeter-
mined number of leaf-points to be visited defining the com-
promise between accuracy and speed.

3. Evaluation

In the present section we evaluate for 2 and 8 neighbors
the MIDKL and HDKL alignment criteria’s performance
against that of standard sampled histogram MI for grayscale
images. MRI volumes with known ground truth from a
normal brain phantom acquired using Brainweb [1] (avail-
able at http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/brainweb/)
were used.

3.1. Criteria Comparison

When images are registered by iteratively minimizing a
dissimilarity criterion it is, in general, difficult to evaluate
individually the influence of the optimization and of the cri-
terion. Recently Škerl et al. [26] proposed an evaluation
protocol to asses the robustness and accuracy of a similarity
criterion on a given image pair with known ground truth, i.e.
“gold standard” registrations, without actually performing
any registration. The protocol evaluates the criteria along N
randomly oriented line segments passing through the point
of correct alignment (X0) in the K-dimensional parame-
ter space. From these points several measures of the crite-
rion performance can be calculated. Of the five proposed
measures we have chosen the three that best describe the
accuracy and robustness of the criterion: Accuracy (ACC),
Capture Range (CR), or Risk of Non-Convergence (RON):

ACC =

√√√√ 1
Ns

N∑
n=1

||Xn,max − X0||2

CR = min
n

(||Xn,max − Xn,loc||)

RON(r) =
1

2rN

Ns∑
n=1

max+k∑
m=max−k

dn,m

ACC is the root-mean square of the distance between
the correct alignment X0 and each of the global maxima
Xn,max along the n = 1, 2, ..., N sampling lines. CR is
defined as the smallest distance between the global maxima
and closest minima along each line. RON is the average of
positive gradients dn,m within a distance r from each global
maxima.

3.2. Tests

We have tested the proposed criteria against MI calcu-
lated from standard sampled histograms interpolated using
cubic B-Splines for 30 image pairs. The images consist of
10 evenly separated slices along the main symmetry axes
(Axial, Sagittal and Coronal) of T1-T2 MRI normal brain
volumes simulated by Brainweb [1] with an additive in-
homogeneity field Z(i, j) = 1

3.2 (i + j) to simulate bias
(Figure 1). The images are 180x271x180 voxels with slice
thickness of 1 mm in all direction, a 9% noise relative to
the brightest tissue and an intensity non-uniformity of 40%.
The separation between slices was of 5 mm with the first
slice corresponding to the center of the axis. The crite-
ria were calculated over a cropped window of fixed size
(101x101 pixels) at the center of the images to avoid the
influence of the background and changing number of sam-
ples.

The tests consisted on rigid transformations com-
posed of a translation and a rotation . The sampling



points were generated from the protocol’s authors’ website
(http://lit.fe.uni-lj.si/Evaluation/) using the
recommended parameters for the number of lines (Ns =
50) and number of sampling points along each line (M +
1 = 201). The points are spread over a hyper-shpere with
radii 3 degrees and 30 mm (30 pixels). The distance be-
tween two consecutive samples is of 0.3 mm and 0.03 de-
grees.

3.3. Results

The final results are summarized in Table 1. An exam-
ple of the profiles of the criteria calculated using the im-
ages from Figure 1 are presented in Figure 3. It can be
seen that the use of the regional features effectively elimi-
nates the strong interpolation artifacts present in the graphs
of Figure 1 and that the resulting functions have smooth
profiles apt for iterative optimization with HDKL tending
to give smoother results than MIDKL. The quantitative re-
sults show that all DKL criteria have subpixel accuracy and
a large capture range. Entropy calculated using 8 neighbors
gives the best overall results. When compared to MI cal-
culated using histograms the criteria calculated from DKL
tend to be slightly better in ACC and much better in both
RON and CR, indicating a much more robust measure.

HDKL(f2,g2) MIDKL(f2,g2)
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Figure 3. Profiles of the proposed similarity criteria and standard
sampled MI vs. displacement in pixels from correct alignment.

4. Applications to color colposcopy images

Ultimately, the quality of an image similarity criterion is
determined by its performance within an image registration
algorithm. In the present section we will test the robustness
of the proposed criterion when used to register cervical col-
poscopy images. Colposcopy images are acquired during a

gynecologic exam shortly after the application of a low con-
centration acetic acid (3 to 5%) to the cervix. This induces
temporal color and texture changes in cancerous and pre-
cancerous tissue areas which may be detected by a physi-
cian. Registration of these images is the first step of pro-
posed multi-image computer aided diagnostic systems [11].

We have used a sequence of 20 16-bit RGB 562x375
pixel images captured between 60 and 289 seconds after
the application of the acetic solution at intervals of 12 sec-
onds. The first and last image of the sequence correspond to
the moment of maximum color reaction and to the return to
normal coloration, respectively. To measure the registration
error we have followed the procedure presented in [6] to
semiautomatically generate landmarks from the colposcopy
sequence.

4.1. Robustness to displacement

To test the robustness of the proposed criterion against
displacement two images from the sequence were aligned
rigidly using the extracted landmarks (Figure 4). One of the
images was then displaced by a randomly generated start-
ing point composed of a translation of magnitude ρ and a
rotation of between ±5 degrees. Each test consisted of 20
registrations for 16 translation intervals ρl < ρ ≤ ρl+1, l ∈
[0, 1, 2, ..., 15], ρl = 4l. Registration was done using MI
and HDKL with 2 neighbors together with multiresolution
processing and a modification of Powell’s optimization al-
gorithm [24]. A grayscale version of the images was used
to calculate MI from histograms. The registered feature
f2RGB ∈ R

9 for the color images is defined as:

f2RGB = [f2R, f2G, f2B].

The 2 neighbor HDKL criterion was chosen over the
other DKL criteria to reduce the processing time in each
test registration.

All registrations were done over a 200x200 region of in-
terest (ROI) in the template image (seen as a yellow square
in Figure 4) roughly centered on the Os region (the end of
the uterine cavity) at the center of the cervix. A registration
was considered successful if the final transformation had an
error of less than 1 pixel in the translation and less than 1
degree in the rotation when compared to the correct trans-
formation. Results are shown in Figure 5.

The color HDKL results in very robust registrations with
zero misregistrations for initial displacement values up to
32 pixels and a slow decline in the number of correct reg-
istration between 32 and 64 pixels of initial displacement.
MI shows good results at very low initial displacements
and begins to quickly decline as the distances grow larger.
The better results of the HDKL criteria over MI are ex-
plained by the lack of strong peaks in the joint histogram
and the presence of strong illumination inhomogeneities.
For this images most of the alignment information comes



mean median min max standard dev.
MI ACC 0.7191 0.7482 0 1.9442 0.4342

(Cubic B-Spline Interp.) CR 5.6667 1 1 23 7.2318
RON 6.4984 6.1403 1.0866 14.555 3.3522

HDKL ACC 0.4396 0.4472 0 0.9274 0.3121
2 neighbors CR 14.200 18.000 1 25 8.9420

RON 1.3034 1.2648 6.5823 2.0100 0.3576
MIDKL ACC 0.4916 0.4357 0 1.2649 0.3358

2 neighbors CR 10.800 13.5000 1 23 9.2266
RON 3.0033 1.6743 6.6497 10.967 2.6885

HDKL ACC 0.4008 0.3464 0 1.1136 0.3415
8 neighbors CR 22.6333 25 1 30.000 7.6180

RON 0.5902 0.5690 0.2293 1.1272 0.1835
MIDKL ACC 0.4876 0.4345 0 1.1045 0.3367

8 neighbors CR 14.5677 21 1 28 11.3553
RON 1.1469 1.1272 6.1709 1.7807 0.3139

Table 1. Results of the criteria comparison protocol. RON is the average of RON(r)∀r,

Figure 4. Images from the colposcopy sequence at t = 73 sec. (left) when the acetic reaction is near its maximum and at t = 289 sec.
(center, registered) when the cervix has already recovered most of its original coloration. A composed image obtained from the registered
images is also shown (right). The yellow box corresponds to the ROI for the tests of Section 4.1.

from color and fine features and textures which are lost in
the histogram, reducing the effectiveness of histogram esti-
mators and benefiting the performance of the regional fea-
tures which tend to be unique.

4.2. Sequence Registration

Due to progressive appearance changes of the cervix in-
duced by the acetic acid, changes in the illumination di-
rection and the appearance of new objects in the field of
view (e.g. glints, mucous, blood spots) the registration be-
tween colposcopy images becomes increasingly difficult as
the lapse between capture times augments. For small inter-
vals simple similarity criteria such as Sum of Square Dif-
ferences may be used but will tend to fail when the time
interval becomes too large. In the present section we show
how the proposed criterion is robust to these appearance
changes.

All un-aligned images were registered to the initial im-
age (t = 60s) using the method described in 4.1. A ROI
separating the cervix from the background was automati-
cally extracted by thresholding the images[14] and apply-
ing a sequence of morphological operations to fill holes and
isolate the central region. For each test the starting point
aligns the centroids of the two ROIs. Results are shown in
Figure 6.

As with the tests in section 4.1, HDKL show the best
overall results both in accuracy and in robustness. The his-
togram estimated MI results in several misregistrations,
making its use unreliable for robust initial registration in
this type of images.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In the present work we have shown how the registra-
tion of difficult medical images may be improved by the
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Figure 5. Graphs of initial vs. final displacement position for regis-
trations using HDKL(f2) (top) and MI (middle). The percentage
of correct registrations vs. initial displacement interval is shown
for both methods (bottom).
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Figure 6. Final error vs. capture time difference between registered
images. Large misregistrations using MI data criterion are cropped
from the graph.

inclusion of color and high order regional mutual informa-
tion. Although the use of higher dimensional features may
improve registration results in many cases, the lack of ad-
equate pdf estimators has so far prevented their diffusion.
We have shown how the KL estimator may be used for this
high dimensional estimations in practical way, giving better
results than standard MI calculated from histograms.

The main strategy followed to prevent the problems as-
sociated with data crashes has been to extract multidimen-
sional features that make each sample unique from each
pixel position. This uniqueness makes the distance between
samples a better descriptor of the entropy of the image and,
therefore, of the shared information between the images.
The results suggest that the use of more sophisticated local
feature extractors may help in the registration of difficult
image pairs.

Finally it should be noted that although only rigid trans-
formations and derivative-free optimization were used in
the present article, the use of complex elastic deformations
and alternative optimization algorithms with the DKL crite-
ria is possible and remains an open research direction. For
this we have derived an analytical expression of the spatial
gradient of the HDKL and MIDKL similarity criteria, not
presented for lack of space.
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